THE CFO’S
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to Co-Sourcing
TRENDS, INSIGHTS & RESOURCE

Ideas to help your
organization take off

FOREWORD
As CFOs we know our role continues to change – that is
part of what makes the job so fulfilling. The expanding
role also presents challenges. Financial leaders are
being asked to cover ground outside of the finance
department, including operations, risk management,
and business transactions. With the economy opening
back up, the opportunities for growth and transformation
are everywhere. We are left with the difficult task of
deciding where to allocate financial and personnel
resources to meet enterprise needs.
My colleagues at CBIZ have created the following guide
to bring awareness to how CFOs can navigate the
changes within their organization. It focuses on the
trends and insights we’ve been seeing, ranging from how
turnover or rapid expansion affects finance departments
to the impact the changed business environment is
having on physical work environments and strategies.

Our guide also acknowledges the other reality many of us face: The ability to bring on full-time A-level
talent in a competitive labor market may be difficult. The solution for this conundrum may be co-sourcing
or outsourcing certain functions to add scale to your team.

As the CFO at CBIZ, I actively tap into the many resources and experts within our team, from adopting a cosourcing approach to leverage our internal audit and SOX efforts to utilizing our deep expertise to help with
acquisition due diligence and the important work of process improvement. We also recently looked to our
subject matter experts as we adopted the new lease accounting standard.
In an era when we are all wearing a lot of different hats, support from experienced personnel can go a
long way toward alleviating workloads and solving for capacity issues. I trust you’ll find the information
that follows informative and useful to guiding your organization’s next steps. I’m happy to share my own
experiences with you.
Sincerely,

Ware Grove

Senior Vice President, Chief Financial Officer | CBIZ, Inc.
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FINE TUNE YOUR

Finance Department
SETTING THE STAGE
Finance departments have their hands full with
requests, from managing complexity in U.S. accounting
standards to responding to uniformity changes to
international tax codes, and meeting domestic tax
reporting requirements. At the same time, decisionmakers seek up-to-date data on financial performance.
A McKinsey survey found that 65% of CFOs plan to use
rolling forecasts in 2021.ii If this is a new way of annual
budgeting for your organization, an additional time
investment may be needed to get your forecasts to be
detailed enough for management teams.

QUESTIONS TO AID IN YOUR EVALUATION
CFOs can dig deeper into how their finance
department is handling the current conditions by
evaluating the following questions:
■

How will strategic plans for the year affect my current
finance department headcount?

■

Are special projects being completed on-time and to
management’s standards?

■

Do I have issues with my reporting, such as
delinquency notices or communications from
financial statement auditors or state/federal
agencies?

■

Has my organization realized savings from recent tax
law changes?

■

Am I getting the financial data and accounting
information I need to manage my business
effectively? Is my data in too many different reports
to be useful or relevant?

WHERE TO MAKE ADJUSTMENTS
Beyond how you answered the questions above, there is optimization potential for finance departments. Here is a
closer look at resource issues your organization may encounter and action items to consider to address them.
Technical Leadership & Transition Support Needed
Finance by its nature demands a regular cadence of work. Transitional times challenge the routine
that keeps your organization compliant with its obligations.
We encountered a scenario where a large public company was moving its headquarters to a new city,
and predicted that the majority of its personnel would not be making the move. This company had
obligations under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and other filings that required routine reporting,
so its leadership team decided to do what many do during times of transition periods – it co-sourced
its accounting department until it could get up to full staff. Co-sourcing enabled the company’s
accounting function to stay consistent. The co-sourcing model also enabled the external support to
taper off as new staff was identified, onboarded, and brought up to speed with the company’s finance
department function.
Not all transitions are physical. There are also logistical challenges involved in a transition to a new
accounting standard. Adoption of the revenue recognition model under ASC Topic 606 was a major
hurdle. Private companies have a mountain to climb with the new leasing standard as well. By some
estimates, adoption efforts for ASC Topic 842, Leasing could take a full year.iii If your organization
does not have the technical resources in-house, it could be spending significant time, energy, and
effort training up its staff to make those adjustments between now and the private company leasing
standard’s Dec. 15, 2021 effective date.
The “how do we address new requirements” issue affects tax departments as well: a 2020 report
from Bloomberg Tax & Accountingiv found that 47% of corporate tax departments were concerned
about staying up-to-date on new tax law changes and pending legislative efforts.

Action Items to Consider
■ For major business transactions or transitions, evaluate the expected impact on
finance department headcount. Consider past experience, consult with a
transaction advisory team, or talk to peers about their experience with staff
turnover during times of change.
■

Formalize complex accounting adoption plans at least one year before the adoption
deadline to ensure finance departments have the resources and skill sets needed to meet
new requirements.

■

Following a major legislative change, meet with a tax provider to understand the implications
of new tax laws on your organization’s past, present, and future tax liabilities.
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Download the
Complete CFO Guide
WWW.CBIZ.COM/COSOURCINGFORCFOS

